Vitality MoveToGive Ts and Cs
1. The promotor of the campaign is Discovery Vitality (Pty) Ltd. (“Vitality”)
2. The Vitality MoveToGive campaign will only be available for 3 (three) weeks on the Active Rewards
platform. The reward will be redeemable for participants of Active Rewards who redeem rewards
during the period 26 April 2019 to 17 May 2019.
3. A selection needs to be made by 23:59 on 17 May 2019, after which, this MoveToGive reward will
no longer be available for selection.
4. Discovery Vitality reserves the right the right to extend or amend this campaign at its sole discretion
by amending these campaign Terms and Conditions.
5. Redeemed Vitality MoveToGive rewards will be paid by Vitality to Waqful Waqifin Foundation
trading as The Gift of the Givers (“Gift of the Givers”) after 17 May 2019.
6. MoveToGive rewards can be selected instead of any other rewards on the various reward levels, and
not as well as these rewards, unless participants of Active Rewards have more Vitality reward points
available to use for other rewards.
7. Based on the the number of MoveToGive rewards selected, Vitality shall make a monetary
contribution to Gift of the Givers. Gift of the Givers shall channel the funds towards assisting in
providing relief efforts to those directly affected by the KwaZulu Natal storms and the resulting
floods.
8. Participants of Active Rewards will not be entitled to a section 18(A) tax certificate in terms of the
Income Tax Act 58 of 1962 for their reward as Vitality is not a public benefit organization.

9. By selecting the MoveToGive reward, the Participant of Active Rewards forfeits any claim against
Gift of the Givers, for a section 18(A) tax certificate in terms of the Income Tax Act 58 of 1962.
10. Limits, Terms and Conditions for Vitality Active Rewards apply.

